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Utah’s top insurance regulator could order health insurers to resume selling policies to kids, 

arguing it’s illegal to reject children while continuing to sell to adults. 

It’s a strategy adopted in states where, like Utah, the law bars insurers from rejecting someone 

solely on the basis of age. 

But Utah Insurance Commissioner Neal Gooch has devised a different policy fix: funneling sick 

kids to the state’s high-risk pool and requiring insurers to offer coverage to the rest. 

That’s essentially how the market worked before federal health reform. But Gooch says it’s the 

most expedient way to draw insurance companies back to the child-only market. 

He has state law on his side and support from ranking Republican lawmakers. The remedy can 

be accomplished with a few tweaks to existing rules, said Gooch, who expects to issue those this 

month. 

Leery of reform, Utah insurers dropped child-only policies this fall. Forcing them to resurrect 

such policies would invite a costly legal battle “over whether they’re discriminating or not,” 

Gooch said. “This is a much better way, using the law we’ve got in an innovative way that 

works. That’s what state regulation is all about.” 

The current standoff began this fall when the Affordable Care Act prohibited insurers from 

denying coverage to children due to an existing health condition. Insurers responded by 

suspending sales to all individual applicants younger than 19. They feared the unpredictable 

costs of enrolling a wave of youngsters with medical needs. 

“Imagine, even if a child has never had insurance in their life and now they need their gall 

bladder removed, they can go get an insurance policy, get the procedure, and once that’s done, 

drop the coverage,” said Rep. Jim Dunnigan. “That’s tough to manage in terms of risk.” 

The Taylorsville Republican and insurance broker is on standby with legislation to support 

Gooch’s plan if necessary. 



No one knows how many kids are now going uninsured. But the scope of the problem is far-

reaching, say insurance brokers. 

Healthy kids are being rejected, because the only way now for children to get covered is to join 

their parents’ plans. Some carriers only allow this during two state-sanctioned open enrollment 

periods. They are taking applications now through Dec. 15 for coverage effective next January, 

but the next enrollment window isn’t until May 1 through June 15. 

And if you’re a healthy child whose parents happen to be uninsurable, you’re out of luck, said 

Chris Dayton at DFP Insurance in South Jordan. “It’s pretty tragic when a kid who is healthy 

can’t get insurance because his parents are sick.” 

The ripple effects don’t end there. 

Some insurers will only add kids if they cover both parents, adding an extra expense for families 

where one adult can get covered at work. 

“In most cases you can find something, though buyers might not be happy with the costs or 

details,” Dayton said, suggesting the services of a broker. “Health insurance is confusing enough, 

and it’s not getting less confusing anytime soon.” 

Initially, state officials hoped Utah’s high-risk pool would be the catch-all for uninsured youth. 

They later learned it must be reserved for people with health problems. 

The pool is, however, authorized by law to send ineligible people back into the market with a 

certificate of insurability. 

Private insurers are then obligated to accept these individuals, no matter their age, until the 

number of such customers reaches 5 percent of their market share, Gooch said. Once an insurer 

reaches that cap, others must step up to the plate. Should all insurers reach their cap, Gooch 

could raise it. 

It’s this obligation that Gooch will remind insurers about through the rule changes. 

Child advocates are lukewarm on his idea, but haven’t opposed it outright. 

It’s better than nothing, considering that “right now, insurers don’t feel like they have a legal 

obligation to insure children,” said Lincoln Nehring, a policy analyst at Voices for Utah 

Children. 

But the fix requires families to jump through extra hoops and offers no guarantee that the 

policies sold to children will be affordable, he said. “If children are priced out of the market, 

what good does that do?” 

Nehring has a different solution in mind. It’s called a buy-in program, which would allow 

families with incomes above the usual cutoff limits to enroll their youngsters in Medicaid or the 



Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) as long as they pay the full freight, a “premium” to 

cover what the government would typically pay for the care of enrolled children.  

“With CHIP, we estimate the premiums would be about $150 a month for really good coverage,” 

Nehring said. “There’s nothing out there that affordable. It’s cheaper than what the risk pool can 

offer.” 

What’s more, since private insurers administer Utah’s CHIP program, it remains a free-market 

solution. 

“It wouldn’t cost the state anything, so why not?” Nehring asked. 
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The problem 

Despite federal law guaranteeing health coverage for children, parents of some kids still face 

hurdles in obtaining insurance. 

The fix 

Utah insurance regulators want the state’s high-risk pool to take sick kids and insurers to offer 

coverage to the rest. 

The fine print 

There are no guarantees that policies offered to kids will be affordable. 

Talk back 

Are you hunting for insurance for your kids? Is coverage affordable? Tell us how it’s going and 

send us your highest bids at kstewart@sltrib.com 
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